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Abstract: A Numerical Model has been developed to study the dispersion of primary 

pollutant emitted from an urban area source considering the large scale and mesoscale winds. 

The model takes into account the removal mechanisms such as wet deposition, dry deposition 

and gravitational settling processes. The obtained numerical model is based on solving the 

equations by using implicit Crank-Nicolson finite difference scheme under stability 

dependent meteorological parameters involved in wind velocities and eddy diffusivity 

profiles. The mesoscale wind is chosen to simulate the local wind produced by urban heat 

island. The results show that the effect of the mesoscale wind on primary pollutants is a 

decrease in the concentration in the upwind side of the center of heat island and an increase in 

the concentration in the downwind side of the center of heat island. 

Keywords: Air pollution model, Mesoscale wind, Primary pollutant, Chemical reaction, 

Crank-Nicolson implicit method, Deposition velocity. 

 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

              The dispersion of atmospheric contaminant has become a global problem in the 

recent years due to rapid industrialization and urbanization. The toxic gases and small 

particles could accumulate in large quantities over urban areas, under certain meteorological 

conditions. This is one of the serious health hazards in many of the cities in the world. An 

acute exposure to the elevated levels of particulate air pollution has been associated with the 

cases of increased cardiopulmonary mortality, hospitalization for respiratory diseases, 

exacerbation of asthma, decline in lung function, and restricted life activity. Small deficits in 

lung function, higher risk of chronic respiratory disease and increased mortality have also 

been associated with chronic exposure to respirable particulate air pollution [1]. 
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Epidemiological studies have demonstrated a consistent increased risk for cardiovascular 

functions in relation to both short- and long-term exposure to the present-day concentrations 

of ambient particulate matter [2]. Exposure to the fine airborne particulate matter is 

associated with cardiovascular functions and mortality in older and cardiac patients [3]. 

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which are molecules typically containing 1–18 carbon 

atoms that readily volatilize from the solid or liquid state, are considered a major source of 

indoor air pollution and have been associated with various adverse health effects including 

infection and irritation of respiratory tract, irritation to eyes, allergic skin reaction, bronchitis, 

and dyspnea [4, 5, 6]. 

        There are some earlier studies in which measurements (usually airborne) of dispersion of 

air pollutants carried out in urban complexes in order to obtain material balances on gaseous 

and particulate pollutants [7, 8]. Acid precipitation can occur when particles and gases are 

removed from the atmosphere by (i) rain and snow (wet deposition) (ii) by impaction on 

water, soil and vegetation surfaces (dry deposition) and (iii) gravitational settling velocity. 

The transformation of gases to particles in the atmosphere and the deposition rates of gases 

and particles are a function of meteorological conditions over a time as well as the 

distribution of emission sources. In order to justify checks on emissions of acid precursors, 

the relationship between a source and the deposition pattern that it produces needs to be 

understood. This is difficult to accomplish by field monitoring. Mathematical models are the 

only way to estimate the relative contribution of sources to the total deposition at a particular 

receptor over a long period of time. In this context the study of air pollution using numerical 

methods is highly important.  

         The numerical area-source model [9] considers eddy diffusivity and velocity profiles as 

functions of vertical height (z), stability parameter and frictional velocity. In this model the 

geostrophic wind, net heat fluxes, surface roughness, mixing height of the atmosphere and 

emission rate of the source are specified. Mass conservation equations for an array of boxes 

(or nodes) are solved simultaneously by an implicit finite difference scheme for different 

atmospheric conditions. The pollutant concentration is determined for the steady state and 

without the removal mechanisms. The numerical model [10] is a time dependent and two-

dimensional model. This model deals with chemically inactive primary pollutant and also it 

does not take into account the transformation and removal processes. Shir and Shieh [11] 

developed a generalized urban air pollution model and applied it to the study of diffusion of 

sulphur dioxide in the St. Louis metropolitan area.   
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            Davidson [12] and Chandler [13] commented that near the center of heat island the 

vertical mixing would be enhanced by mesoscale wind. There are numerous models [14, 15, 

16] to deal with the dispersion of pollutants emitted from point source, line source and area 

source. In these models eddy-diffusivity and velocity profiles are all considered constant.  

[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] have studied mathematical models with chemically reactive 

pollutants. However these models do not take into account the mesoscale wind. The present 

study takes into account the effect of mesoscale wind and the distribution of pollutants in the 

atmosphere over the urban areas.  

        One of the important aspects of mathematical modeling of air pollution which requires 

immediate attention is the study of the diffusion of air pollutants in an urban area. Large 

urban areas generate local or mesoscale wind, due to urban heat island. In this paper we 

develop a numerical model for primary pollutant in the atmosphere with more realistic large 

scale and mesoscale wind velocities and eddy diffusivity profiles. We study the effect of 

removal mechanisms such as dry deposition, wet deposition and gravitational settling 

velocity on primary pollutants. 

2. Model development 

The physical problem consists of an area source, which is spread over the surface of a city 

with finite downwind distance and infinite cross wind dimensions. We assume that the 

pollutants are emitted at a constant rate from the area source and spread within the mixing 

layer adjacent to earth’s surface where mixing takes place as a result of turbulence and 

convective motion. This mixing layer extends upwards from the surface to a height where all 

turbulent flux-divergences resulting from surface action have virtually fallen to zero. The 

pollutants are transported horizontally by large scale wind which is a function of vertical 

height (z) and horizontally as well as vertically by the local mesoscale wind. We have 

considered the centre of the heat island at a distance / 2x l=  i.e. at the centre of the city.  We 

have considered the source region within the urban area which extends to a distance l  in the 

downwind x direction (0 ≤ x ≤ l). In this model we have taken l = 6 km. Assuming the 

homogeneity of urban terrain, the mean concentration of pollutant is considered to be the 

constant along the crosswind direction i.e., pollutants concentration does not vary in cross 

wind direction. Therefore, there is no y-dependence. Also lateral flux of pollutants is small 

and it traverses the centre line of uniform area source. The physical description of the model 

is shown schematically in Figure 1 we intend to compute the concentration distribution of the 
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primary pollutant in the urban area. We assume that the pollutants undergo the removal 

mechanisms, such as dry deposition, wet deposition and gravitational settling 

  

Fig 1:  Physical layout of the model 

 2.1 Primary pollutant 

The basic governing equation of primary pollutant can be written as  

����� � ���	 
� ����� ��
� ����� � �
�� ����
� ����� � � �����

                                                     (1) 

where �� � ����	 
	 �� is the ambient mean concentration of pollutant species, U is the mean 

wind speed in x-direction,  W is the mean wind speed in   z-direction, �� is the turbulent eddy 

diffusivity in z-direction,  kwp  
is the first order rainout/washout coefficient of primary 

pollutant Cp. Eq. (1) is derived under the following assumptions: 

1. The lateral flux of pollutants along crosswind direction is assumed to be small 

i.e.,�� ����� ������ ��� ��� ����� � �  , where � is the velocity in the y direction and �� is the 

eddy-diffusivity coefficient in the y direction.  

2. Horizontal advection is greater than horizontal diffusion for not too small values of wind 

velocity, i.e., meteorological conditions are far from stagnation. The horizontal advection 

by the wind dominates over horizontal diffusion, i.e., � ����� ! �
�� ��� ����� �	 where � and 

��  are the horizontal wind velocity and horizontal eddy diffusivity along x direction 

respectively. 

We assume that the region of interest is free from pollution at the beginning of the emission. 

Thus, the initial condition is  

�� �  ���������� �  	  " � " #��������� " 
 " $�������������������������������������������������������������������������%�
           

 

where # is the length of desired domain of interest in the wind direction and $ is the mixing 
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height. We assume that there is no background pollution of concentration entering at � �   

into the domain of interest. Thus  

�� �  ��������� �  	  " 
 " $���������&��� '  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������(�
                                    

We assume that the chemically reactive air pollutants are being emitted at a steady rate from 

the ground level. They are removed from the atmosphere by ground absorption and 

gravitational settling. Hence the corresponding boundary condition takes the form  

�� ����� �)�� � �*��� � +��������
 �  	��� � , � " ��#�������&���� '  �������������������������������������-�
                        

 

where + is the emission rate of primary pollutant species and  �*� is the dry deposition 

velocity and WS is the gravitational settling of primary pollutants. 
 

The pollutants are confined within the mixing height and there is no leakage across the top 

boundary of the mixing layer. Thus, 

�� ����� �  ������������
 � $	���� � , � " ��#�������&���� '  ����������������������������������������������������������������.�
                            

3. Meteorological parameters 

The treatment of Eq. (1) mainly depends on the proper estimation of diffusivity coefficient 

and velocity profile of the wind near the ground/or the lower layers of the atmosphere. The 

meteorological parameters influencing eddy diffusivity and velocity profile are dependent on 

the intensity of turbulence, which is influenced by atmospheric stability.  Stability near the 

ground is dependent primarily upon the net heat flux. In terms of boundary layer notation, the 

atmospheric stability is characterized by the parameter L [24], which is also a function of net 

heat flux among several other meteorological parameters. It is defined by 

/ � � 012���3
�456                                                                                                     (6) 

where 71�is the friction velocity, $8 � the net heat flux, � the ambient air density, �� the 

specific heat at constant pressure, 9 the ambient temperature near the surface, : the 

gravitational acceleration and � the Karman’s constant  ≈ 0.4.  $8 ,   and consequently 

/� ' �  represents stable atmosphere, $8 �' �   and /� , �  represent unstable atmosphere and 

$8 �� �  and /����� represent neutral condition of the atmosphere. 

   The friction velocity 71 is defined in terms of geostrophic drag coefficient ;4 and 

geostrophic wind 74 such that    71 � ;474                                   (7) 
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where ;4 is a function of the surface Rossby number  <= � 71 >
=? , where > is the Coriolis 

parameter due to earth’s rotation and 
= is the surface roughness length. [25] gave the value 

of ;4@	 the drag coefficient for a neutral atmosphere in the form 

;4@ � =ABC
DEFGH�IH�JBAK 

                                   

                                                    (8) 

   The effect of thermal stratification on the drag coefficient can be accounted through the 

relations:       ;�40) �� LA%�;4@     for unstable flow,                                                         (9) 

;�4) ����  AM�;4@   for slightly stable flow and                                                                       (10) 

;�4) ����  AN�;4@   for stable flow.                                                                                (11) 

   In order to evaluate the drag coefficient, the surface roughness length z0 may be computed 

according to the relationship developed by [25] i.e., 
= � �$O �� �%PQ �R  , where $O is the 

effective height of roughness elements, a is the frontal area seen by the wind and PQ is the lot 

area (i.e., the total area of the region divided by the number of elements).   

    Finally, in order to connect the stability length L to the Pasquill stability categories, it is 

necessary to quantify the net radiation index.  Ragland [9] used the following values of Hf  
 

(Table 1) for urban area. 

Table 1: Net heat flux $8�#��:#ST��UV�JB� 
Net radiating index 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 -1.0 -2.0 

Net heat flux  $8 0.24 0.18 0.12 0.06 0.0 -0.03 -0.06 

 

 3.1 Eddy diffusivity profiles 

The common characteristics of K z   
is that it has linear variation near the ground, a constant 

value at mid mixing depth and a decreasing trend as the top of the mixing layer is 

approached. Shir [26] gave an expression based on theoretical analysis of neutral boundary 

layer in the form  

�� �  A-71
SJW� 5? 	
    

where H  is the mixing height.                                                          (12)
 

For stable condition, Ku et al. [27] used the following form of eddy-diffusivity, 

�� � �01�=AXWYWAX� Z? S�[��\��	  \ �  A]L	 � � 
 ^/_�`? 	����� � 71 a>/a?                                   (13)                       

The above form of K z   
was derived from a higher order turbulence closure model which was 

tested with stable boundary layer data of Kansas and Minnesota experiments. Eddy-

diffusivity profiles given by Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) have been used in this model for neutral 

and stable atmospheric conditions. 
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3.2 Wind Velocity Profiles 

In order to incorporate realistic form of velocity profile which depends on Coriolis force, 

surface friction, geostrophic wind, stability characterizing parameter L  and vertical height z, 

we integrate the velocity gradient  from z0 to z + z0 for neutral and stable conditions. So we 

obtain the following expressions for wind velocity. 

In case of neutral stability with   ( )fu�z /1.0< *  , we get ��
�

�
��
�

	 +
=

0

0* ln
z

zzu
U

κ
                        (14) 

In case of stable flow with  1/0 << Lz  ,               we get

 

+
+

ln=
0

0*
z

L

�

z

zz

�

u
U             (15) 

In case of stable flow with 6/1 << Lz  ,                we get 2.5+
+

ln=
0

0*

z

zz

�

u
U              (16) 

In the planetary boundary layer, above the surface layer, power law scheme has been 

employed.    ( ) ,sl

p

sl

sl
slg u

zH

zz
uuU +��

�

�
��
�

	

−

−
−=                                                                         (17) 

where, ug is the geostrophic wind, usl  is the wind at zsl , zsl the top of the surface layer,  $ the 

mixing height and p is an exponent which depends upon the atmospheric stability. Jones et 

al. [28] suggested the values for the exponent p , obtained from the measurements made from 

urban wind profiles, as follows: 

flow. stablefor  0.5

and, flow stableslightly for  0.35

condition, neutralfor  0.2

=p  

Wind velocity profiles given by equations (14)-(17) due to Ragland [9] are used in our model. 

 3.3 Mesoscale wind velocity profiles 

It is known that in an urban city the heat generation causes the vertical flow of air with 

maximum velocity (rising of air) at the centre of the city. Hence the city can be called heat 

island. This rising air forms an air circulation and this circulation is completed at larger 

heights. This is called mesoscale circulation. In order to incorporate more realistic form of 

velocity profile in the models Ragland [9], Kakamari [21] and Lakshminarayanachari [22], 

integrate equation 
�b
�� � 01cd

��   from 
e��f�
 � 
e
  

for the stable and the neutral conditions 

which depend on Coriolis force, surface friction, geostrophic wind, stability characteristic 

parameter L and vertical height z. But large urban areas generate an additional Mesoscale 

circulation. The velocity profiles of the above models are not sufficient to predict the 

concentration distribution over the urban areas. Dilley-Yen [14] have considered the 
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mesoscale wind velocity profiles for simple power law profile of large scale wind. Therefore, 

to take into account the mesoscale wind over the urban areas, for realistic form of velocity 

profiles, it is necessary to modify the wind velocity profiles of Regland [9] as per Dilley-Yen 

[14]. So, we obtain the following expressions for large and mesoscale wind velocities.  

In case of neutral stability with  
 ,  AL� 018    ,       we get        � � 01
�
gh ��Y�H�H �                  (18)                

It is assumed that the horizontal mesoscale wind varies in the same vertical manner as u .  

The vertical mesoscale wind i can then be found by integrating the continuity equation and 

we obtain in the form      ����������i � ���� � �e� gh ��Y�H�H �
                                                   (19)  

where a is proportionality constant. Thus we have 

      ����������	 
� � 7 � 7i � j01
�
� ��� � �e�k gh ��Y�H�H �                              (20)                                                                     

 �
� � i � � l
 gh ��Y�H�H � � 
 � 
=#��
 � 
=�m                                                   (21)  

In case of stable flow with    , 
 /? , L , we get    � � 01
�
lgh ��Y�H�H � � �

Z 
m                     (22) 

           �i � ���� � �e� lgh ��Y�H�H � � �

Z 
m                                                                            (23) 

           ���	 
� � 7 � 7i � j01
�
� ��� � �e�k lgh ��Y�H�H � � �

Z 
m                                           (24) 

           �
� � i � � l
 gh ��Y�H�H � � 
 � 
=#��
 � 
=� � �

nZ 
nm
        

                               (25) 

In case of stable flow with L , 
 /? , N ,       we get       � � 01
�
lgh ��Y�H�H � � .A%m             (26) 

            �i � ���� � �e� lgh ��Y�H�H � � .A%m                                                                          (27) 

            ���	 
� � 7 � 7i � j01
�
� ��� � �e�k lgh ��Y�H�H � � .A%m                                         (28) 

            �
� � i � � l
 gh ��Y�H�H � � 
=#��
 � 
=� � -A%
m�                                             (29) 

In the planetary boundary layer, above the surface layer, power law scheme has been 

employed.           �� � ^74 � 7)o` ��J�pq5J�pq�
� � 7)o                                                            (30)                 

            �i � ���� � �e� l��J�pq5J�pq�
� � 7)om                                                                (31)    

���	 
� � 7 � 7i � r^74 � 7)o` � ��� � �e�s l��J�pq5J�pq�
� � ^L � ��� � �e�`7)om              (32) 

           �
� � i � � l��J�pq��YB ��J�pq5J�pq�
� � 
7)om                                                                  (33) 
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where, 74 is the geostrophic wind, 7)o the wind at 
)o ,�
)o   the top of the surface layer,��= is 

the�� �co-ordinate of the centre of heat island, $ the mixing height and [ is an exponent 

which depends upon the atmospheric stability. Jones et al. [28] suggested values for the 

exponent [, obtained from the measurements made from urban wind profiles, as follows;           

t � u A% ���vwx�hyz{x|g�}wh~�{�wh���� A(.���vwx��g���{g���{|�gy��gw� A. ���vwx��{|�gy��gw������������������
� 

Wind velocity profiles given by equations (18), (22), (26) and (30) are due to Ragland [9]  

equations (24), (25), (28), (29), (32) and (33) are modified as per Dilley –Yen [14] are used 

in this model. 

 4. Numerical method 

It is difficult to obtain the analytical solution for equation (1) because of the complicated 

form of wind speed and eddy diffusivity profiles considered in this model. Hence, we have 

used numerical method based on Crank-Nicolson finite difference scheme to obtain the 

solution. The detailed numerical method and procedure to solve the partial differential 

equation (1) is described below [29, 30].  

           The dependent variable �� is a function of the independent variables �	 
 and �	 i.e., 

�� � ����	 
	 ��. First, the continuum region of interest is overlaid with or subdivided into a 

set of equal rectangles of sides �� and �
, by equally spaced grid lines, parallel to 
 axis, 

defined by �� � �V � L���, V� � �L	%	(	� and equally spaced grid lines parallel to � axis, 

defined by 
� � �� � L��
	 � � L	%	(	 � respectively.  Time is indexed such that �@ � �
�	
� �  	 L	 %	 (�	 where �� is the time step.  At the intersection of grid lines, i.e. grid points, 

the finite difference solution of the variable �� is defined.  The dependent variable    

����	 
	 ��  is denoted by	 ����@ �� �������	 
� 	 �@�, where ��� 	 
�� and �@  indicate the ��	 
� value 

at a node point �V	 �� and � value at time level � respectively. 

    We employ the implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme to discretize the equation (1).  The 

derivatives are replaced by the arithmetic average of its finite difference approximations at 

the ��� and �� � L���  
time steps. Then equation (1) at the grid points �V	 �� and time step 

� � L�% can be written as  
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    ������ ���
@YB � B

n ���
� ������ ���
@ � ��
� ������ ���

@YB� � B
n ��
� ������ ���

@ ��
� ������ ���
@YB� �

B
n �� ��� ����
� ����� ����

@ � � ��� ����
� ����� ����
@YB� � B

n ^���`^����@ � ����@YB`>f��V � L	%	� ���� �
L	%	 �                                                                                                                                     (34)   

We use  ������ ���
@YG� � ������GJ�����

��                                                                                                  (35) 

This analog is actually the same as the first order correct analog used for the forward 

difference equation, but is now second order-correct, since it is used to approximate the 

derivative at the point��� 	 
� 	 �@YB n? �.  We use the backward differences for advective term 

for this model.  Therefore we use      ���	 
� ������ ���
@ � ��� ������ J����G��

�� �                        (36) 

         ����	 
� ������ ���
@YB � ��� �������GJ����G���G

�� �                                                                             (37)   

           �
� ������ ���
@ � � ������ J�����G�

�� �                                                                                    (38) 

          �
� ������ ���
@YB � � �������GJ�����G��G

�� �                                                                                (39) 

Also, for the diffusion term, we use the second order central difference scheme 

 � ��� ����
� ����� ����
@ � ����������� ����G �R

� J����������� ����G �R
�

��     � B
�� ����GY��n � j�����G� J�����

�� k �
B
�� ���Y���Gn � j����� J�����G�

�� k 

 Hence, 

� ��� ����
� ����� ����
@ � B

n����� r^��YB � ��`^����YB@ � ����@ ` � ^�� ���JB`^����@ � ����JB@ `s
    

                                                                                                                                               

(40) 

Similarly,  

� ��� ����
� ����� ����
@YB � B

n����� r^��YB � ��`^����YB@YB � ����@YB` � ^�� � ��JB`^����@YB � ����JB@YB `s                              
                                                                                                                                               (41)      

Substituting equations (36) to (41) in equation (34) and rearranging the terms we get the 

finite difference equations for the primary pollutant �� 
in the form 

P����JB�@YB � ������JB@YB � ������@YB �  �����YB@YB � ¡����JB�@ � ¢�����JB@ �£�����@ � ¤�����YB@
 
                                               

                                                                                                                                              (42) 
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for each V � %	(	-	� VU��# � VU��¥= , for each  � � %	(	-	 � �U�� � L������ �  	L	%	(	 � 

where,    P�� � ��� ��
n�� ���	���������������¡� � �� ��

n��	       �� � �l ��
W����� ^�� � ��JB` �� ��

n��m� 
¢� � l ��

W����� ^�� � ��JB` �� ��
n��m ,  � � � ��

W����� ^�� ���YB`	  ¤� � ��
W����� ^�� � ��YB` 

��� � L � �� ��
n�� �� ��

n��� ��
W����� ^��YB � %�� � ��JB` � ��

n ^���`  
 £� � L � �� ��

n�� �� ��
n�� � ��

W����� ^��YB � %�� � ��JB` � ��
n ^���`  

V�U��# and VU��¥= are the V values at � � # and ¥= respectively and �U�x is the value of � at 


� � �$. 

Equation (42) is true for interior grid points. At the boundary grid points we have to use the 

boundary conditions (2) to (5). The initial and boundary conditions can be written as   ����= �
 ��>f��� � L	%	 � �¦§�	 V � L	%	 � VU��# � VU��¥=� 
����@YB �  ��>f���V � L������ � L	%	 � �U���	 � �  	L	%	 �                                                 (43) 

 jL � ^ )̈ � �*�` ����k ����@YB � ����YB@YB � � ©��
��    for   � � L	���V � %	(	-	 � A VU��#  and   � �

 	L	%	(�                                                                                                                                (44)                                                    

  ����¦§�JB@YB � ����¦§�@YB �    ff���� � �U��	 V � %	(	-	 � VU��# � VU��¥=                        (45) 

     The above sets of equations are tridiagonal system and they are solved by using Thomas 

algorithm [31]. The ambient air concentration of primary pollutants (gaseous) is obtained for 

various atmospheric conditions and values of dry deposition and wet deposition.   

 5. Results and Discussion 

The pollutants are assumed to be emitted at a constant rate from a uniformly distributed area 

source over a busy urban region up to�# � N  km downwind from the origin. We have 

computed the concentration of pollutants in the urban region with appropriate boundary 

conditions which take into account the impact of ground level area source and several 

removal mechanisms. We have taken the primary source strength Q = 1 µgm
-2

s
-1

 at ground 

level from an area source and the mixing height is selected as 624 meters.  
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Fig 2:  Variation of ground level concentration with respect to distance of primary pollutant 

for (a) Stable (b) Neutral case 

 

         In Figure 2 the effect of mesoscale wind on primary pollutant for the stable and the 

neutral cases is studied. The concentration of primary pollutants is less on upwind side of 

centre of heat island and more on downwind side of centre of heat island in the presence of 

mesoscale wind (a = 0.00004) compared to that in the absence of (a = 0) mesoscale wind. 

This is because the horizontal component of the mesoscale wind is along the large scale wind 

on the left and against it on the right. Thus, in the presence of mesoscale wind the advection 

is more on the left and less on the right. Therefore the concentration is less on the left and 

more on the right in the presence of mesoscale wind. In general the concentration of primary 

pollutant increases in the downwind direction. 

        In Figure 3 the concentration versus height of primary pollutant for the stable and the 

neutral cases is studied. The concentration of primary pollutants decreases as the height 

increases for the stable and the neutral cases. The primary pollutant is nearly zero at 25 

meters height in the stable case and is nearly zero at 100 meters height in the neutral case. 

This shows that the neutral case enhances vertical mixing and the stable case suppresses 

vertical mixing. Therefore the ground level concentration is more concentrated in the stable 

case and is less concentrated in the neutral case. 

        In Figure 4 the effect of gravitational settling velocity and mesoscale wind on to primary 

pollutant for the stable and the neutral cases is studied. As gravitational settling velocity 

increases, the concentration of primary pollutant decreases. The concentration of primary 

pollutants decreases rapidly in the stable case and decreases slowly in the neutral case 

because the pollutants concentration is high in the stable case and low in the neutral case.  
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Fig 3:  Variation of ground level concentration with respect to height of primary pollutant for 

(a) Stable  (b) Neutral case 
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Fig. 4:  Variation of ground level concentration with respect to distance of primary pollutant 

with various values of  gravitational settling for (a) Stable (b) Neutral case 

 

          In Figure 5 the concentration versus height for primary pollutant for the stable and the 

neutral atmospheric cases are studied. The concentration of primary pollutant decreases as 

heights increases for the stable and the neutral cases. The primary pollutant is nearly zero at 

25 metres height in the stable case and nearly zero at 100 meters height in the neutral case. 

This shows that the neutral case enhances vertical mixing and the stable case suppresses 

vertical mixing. Therefore the ground level concentration is more concentrated in the stable 

case and is less concentrated in the neutral cases for with and without mesoscale winds. 
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Fig. 5  Variation of ground level concentration with respect to height of primary pollutant 

with various values of gravitational settling  for (a) Stable (b) Neutral case 
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Fig. 6  Variation of ground level concentration with respect to distance of primary pollutant  

with various values  of dry deposition  for (a) Stable (b) Neutral case. 

 

      In Figure 6 the effect of dry deposition velocity with mesoscale wind (a-0.00004) and 

without mesoscale wind (a = 0) to primary pollutant for the stable and the neutral cases is 

studied. As dry deposition velocity increases the concentration of pollutants decreases. The 

concentration of primary pollutant decreases rapidly in the stable case and decreases slowly 

in the neutral case because the pollutants concentration is high in the stable case and low in 

the neutral case. In the presence of mesoscale wind (a = 0.00004) the concentration is less 

when compared to that in the absence of mesoscale wind (a = 0). The concentration of 

primary pollutant is less on the upwind sides of centre of that heat island (x = 3 km) and more 

on the downwind sides of centre of heat island in the presence of mesoscale wind (a = 

0.00004) compared to that in the absence of mesoscale wind (a = 0). This is due to the 
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horizental component of mesoscale wind which is along the large scale wind on the left and 

against on the right.  
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Fig. 7  Variation of ground level concentration with respect to height of primary pollutant 

with various values of  dry deposition  for (a) Stable (b) Neutral case 

 

        In Figure 7 the concentration of primary pollutant verses height for different dry 

deposition velocities with mesoscale wind (a = 0.00004) and without mesoscale wind (a = 0) 

for the stable and the neutral case is studied. As dry deposition velocity increases the 

concentration of primary pollutant decreases. The primary pollutant is nearly zero at 20 

meters height in the stable case and is nearly zero at 90 meters height in the neutral case. The 

magnitude of pollutants concentration is higher in the stable case and is lower in the neutral 

case. This is because the neutral case enhances vertical diffusion to the greater heights and 

thus the concentration is less.   

        In Figure 8 the effect of wet deposition velocity with mesoscale wind (a-0.00004) and 

without mesoscale wind (a = 0) to primary pollutant for the stable and the neutral cases is 

studied. As wet deposition velocity increases the concentration of pollutants decreases. The 

concentration of primary pollutants decreases rapidly in the stable case and decreases slowly 

in the neutral case because the pollutants concentration is high in the stable case and low in 

the neutral case. In the presence of mesoscale wind (a = 0.00004) the concentration is less 

when compared to that in the absence of mesoscale wind (a = 0). The concentration of 

primary pollutant is less on the upwind sides of centre of that heat island (x = 3 km) and more 

on the downwind sides of centre of heat island in the presence of mesoscale wind (a = 

0.00004) compared to that in the absence of mesoscale wind (a = 0). This is due to the 
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horizental component of mesoscale wind which is along the large scale wind on the left and 

against on the right.  
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Fig. 8  Variation of ground level concentration with respect to distance of primary pollutant  

with various values of  wet deposition for (a) Stable (b) Neutral case 
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Fig. 9  Variation of ground level concentration with respect to height of primary pollutant  

with various values of  wet deposition  for (a) Stable (b) Neutral case 

 

    In Figure 9 the concentration of primary pollutant verses height for different wet 

deposition velocities with mesoscale wind (a = 0.00004) and without mesoscale wind (a = 0) 

for the stable and the neutral case is studied. As wet deposition velocity increases the 

concentration of primary pollutant decreases along the height. The primary pollutant is nearly 

zero at 17 meters height in the stable case and is nearly zero at 80 meters height in the neutral 

case. The magnitude of pollutants concentration is higher in the stable case and is lower in 

the neutral case. This is because the neutral case enhances vertical diffusion to the greater 

heights and thus the pollutant’s concentration is less.  
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6. Conclusions 

A two dimensional numerical model for air pollution in the presence of removal mechanisms 

and transformation process of the primary pollutant due to area source in an urban area for 

the stable and the neutral atmospheric situations with and without mesoscale wind is 

presented in this paper. This model takes into account the more realistic form of variable 

wind with mesoscale wind and eddy diffusivity profiles. This model analysis gives that the 

ground level concentration of primary pollutant attains peak value at the downwind end of the 

city. In the case of the stable atmospheric condition the concentration of primary pollutant is 

high at the surface region. But in the case of the neutral condition the pollutant concentration 

reaches more heights. This indicates that the neutral case enhances vertical diffusion of 

primary pollutant. Also the results obtained from the present work shows that mesoscale 

winds do not necessarily always reduce the pollution concentration but infect the opposite 

may occur depending on the location of the observer and the pollutant source, relative to the 

centre of the mesoscale wind and to the direction of large scale wind. 

        In order to clearly visualize the role of mesoscale wind (and hence of urban heat island) 

in shaping urban pollution pattern, the whole analysis has also been done in the absence of 

mesoscale wind and their comparative study shows substantial changes in pollution 

distribution. It has been found that the mesoscale wind aggravates the ground level 

concentration of air pollutants in the stable and the neutral atmospheric conditions. The 

results also demonstrate the increase in concentration level up to a considerable height under 

the mesoscale wind, thus it helps in circulating and moving the pollutants in vertical 

direction. It can be concluded that the presence of mesoscale wind enhances the concentration 

level of pollutants in urban areas for all vertical and downwind distances under all 

atmospheric conditions.  

         Though it is true, that now a day the air pollution situations are not handled in the way 

described in the present study. There are various air pollution situations that require the use of 

complex mesoscale models to adequately describe the processes and dynamics as well as 

incorporate chemistry and emissions in an adequate manner. Complex modeling studies such 

as CMAQ (Community Multiscale Air Quality Modeling) has been designed to approach air 

quality as a whole by including state of the science capabilities for modeling multiple air 

quality issues. However, in such complex models a number of processes viz. sea breeze 

circulations, urban heat islands, lee waves etc. going on inside them, so they appear as black 

boxes and one cannot easily understand the effects of individual processes on the air quality. 
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Apart from this, for many policy and scientific applications on air quality modeling, it is 

desirable not only to know the ambient pollutant concentration that would result from a 

certain situation, but also the extent to which those concentrations would change under 

various perturbations. Thus, the model proposed here helps in understanding one of these 

processes that is, urban heat island effect, by allowing control over environmental 

parameters. Hence, it would be easy to determine the steering factor for such a phenomenon 

and also to test its sensitivity against changes in atmospheric conditions. Thus, the results of 

the proposed model can be used to increase the credibility in complex model predictions and 

identify variables like wind field, atmospheric stability, etc. which should be investigated 

more closely in such complex modeling studies.   
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